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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE - 3rd QUARTER 2021

LOBBYIST UPDATE
Following the legislative session, SEAoT
decided in July to postpone the services of
government affairs consultant Richard Lawson
for the remaining half of 2021 to save funds
for 2022. SEAoT is evaluating proposals from 3
consultants, including Richard Lawson, and will
decide in January 2022. COVID affected the
legislative strategy in 2020, but there should
not be any issues in carrying out the legislative
process in 2022.
CODE ADOPTION
Over the past few months, the SEAoT GAC has connected with Kelly Sadler with ICC who is
an attorney and lobbyist. (https://www.iccsafe.org/advocacy/adoptions-map/texas/). She will
be a good resource for SEAoT pertaining to code adoption in Texas. She informed the SEAoT
GAC that the IBC 2012 edition was adopted as an amendment to HB 738 which will be
effective January 1, 2022. 87(R) HB 738 - Enrolled version - Bill Text (texas.gov). ICC plans to
encourage IBC code adoption to include areas outside of municipalities that currently
appear to not be bound by the IBC. (Texas State Library – Non-Residential Building Codes).
SPECIAL INSPECTIONS
The SEAoT GAC has recently met with the Texas Council of Engineering Laboratories (TCEL).
TCEL is interested in improving special inspections across Texas on the local and possible
state levels.
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING LICENSURE/REGISTRATION
In previous legislative sessions before 2021, SEAoT proposed the national structural
engineering licensure model recommended by the Structural Engineering Licensure
Coalition (SELC).
https://www.selicensure.org/
https://www.selicensure.org/position-statement
https://www.selicensure.org/selc-positions
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE - 3rd QUARTER 2021 (con't)

This included a mandate to require a structural engineer for designated high-risk
structures and a clause to transition existing professional engineers to the structural
engineering license. The national SELC model was recently passed in Oklahoma and
Georgia. Some existing professional engineers in Texas who have not passed a past or
present 16-hour structural exam have been licensed as structural engineers in those
states. Although public safety is the main argument for structural licensure, ACEC
Georgia was the main advocate for structural licensure in Georgia based on a
competitive disadvantage provided in the following statement:
As more and more states have moved to create a professional structural engineer (“PE,
SE”) license as part of their existing professional engineer (“PE”) license, Georgia
structural engineers are facing an increasingly competitive disadvantage when they
compete for work in states where structural engineers are granted some type of SE
license designation.
Clients from those states are familiar with the SE designation for structural
engineers and will look for it when reviewing the list of engineers on a bidding
team.
When reviewing the qualifications of Georgia engineers, they may not take the time
to review detailed qualifications and/or experience and as a result, they may choose
a less-experienced structural engineer from another state (who has an SE license)
instead of a more qualified Georgia structural engineer (who does not).
A Georgia structural engineer with decades of experience could lose work to an
engineer with far less experience simply because their competitor has an “SE”
designation after their name and the Georgia engineer does not.
This same competitive disadvantage argument used in Georgia could possibly be used
in Texas.
With opposition from ACEC and TSPE in Texas, SEAoT removed the mandate from the
SE proposal and the accompanying transition clause for those who have not passed a
past or present structural exam for this past 2021 legislative session. Instead of
focusing on public safety and the potential competitive disadvantage concerns in
structural engineering, the SEAoT GAC focused simply on transparency for clients by
focusing on establishing a separate structural engineering (SE) seal for those who have
passed a past or present 16-hour structural exam without any restriction to the practice
of structural engineering.
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GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE - 3rd QUARTER 2021 (con't)

HB 2842 & SB 1770
ACEC and TSPE still oppose this recent proposal. The ACEC Public Policy Council (PPC)
determines the position that ACEC takes on legislative issues like structural
licensure/registration proposed by SEAoT in the past.
https://acectx.site-ym.com/page/PPC
https://cdn.ymaws.com/acectx.site-ym.com/resource/resmgr/201921_ppc_cycle/ACEC_Tx_PPC_Brochure__PDF_.pdf
SEAoT MEMBERS WHO ARE EMPLOYED BY FIRMS THAT ARE MEMBERS OF THE ACEC
PPC MAY WANT TO VERIFY THAT YOUR FIRM’S REPRESENTATIVE ON THE ACEC PPC
IS REPRESENTING AND VOTING ACCORDING TO YOUR FIRM’S INTERESTS IN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING.
Earlier this year, ASCE-SEI Texas has expressed support for structural
licensure/registration and is becoming more involved. The SEAoT GAC anticipates a
strengthened partnership with SEI Texas in the future to address various government
affairs issues related to structural engineering.
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Stanley “Stan” Agee, of Arlington, was 77 years old. Born January 23, 1944, in San Antonio,
Texas, he joined the Lord on Monday, November 1, 2021, as a result of complications from
a recent surgery. Stan was a member of First United Methodist Church Dallas. Stan was
known for his robust, positive spirit. He was an avid reader, intellectually curious, and a
dedicated hard worker. He was a very generous man to many. There was never a doubt of
his deep affection for his family, country, state, or city. He beamed with pride at the mere
mention of his family, who were the center of his life.
Stan was an astute businessman and held many different positions throughout his
business career. For the last 16+ years, he and his wife, Jan, have owned Pieresearch, a
firm that manufactures concrete accessories for the construction industry.
As a wise businessman, he held many board positions throughout the city. He served on
Planning and Zoning Commission, American Cancer Society, Big Brothers Big Sisters, and
various other philanthropic boards and commissions.
A graduate of UTA, Stan was very passionate about
education and never stopped learning. He worked
until the last moment possible and cherished every
opportunity to learn.
Stan is survived by his beloved wife of 56 years, Jan,
their daughter Jana Sewaiseh, granddaughter, Mira,
and grandson, Jad, of Plano. He is also survived by his
sister, Janice, her children, Janine and Tim, Tim’s wife
Rosyln Gauntt, in-laws Branch and Carole Hart, and
other countless friends who loved him.
If you feel called, please consider donating your efforts
to Scottish Rite Children’s Hospital. Stan was actively
involved as part of their commitment to children. A donation to your favorite charity or to
Scottish Rite is the family’s choice.
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"It is not the beauty of a building you should look at; it's the construction of the foundation
that will stand the test of time." ~ David Allan Coe
Helical Concepts Incorporated, or HCI, knows a thing or two about foundations. For 30years, HCI has helped construction engineers build predictable and reliable commercial
foundations. They've also helped many general contractors and geotechnical engineers
solve foundation problems that seemed unsolvable during their projects.
When asked about some of the problems construction engineers face when building,
HCI Vice President Josh Lindberg shared," "Many of the more complicated issues we
see involve water on the job site. In other instances, it's an issue of access due to trees,
high-wires, and any number of other obstacles that prevent the required machines
from reaching the job site."
HCI has solved many of these issues by deploying the CHANCE© Helical Piering System.
This versatile foundation technology can be quickly and effectively implemented for a
wide variety of applications, including:
New Construction - Supporting a wide range of commercial, industrial,
institutional, and residential applications – from new homes and high-rise
structures to sound walls, communication towers, and bridges.
Foundation Repair - Technically superior and cost-effective alternative to other
remedial systems.
Tiebacks & Walkways - Building-site preparation, roadways, retaining walls, levees,
dams, and revetments.
Helical Pulldown Micropile Technology - A system for constructing a grout
column around the shaft of a standard CHANCE Helical Pier Foundation System pile.
Lighting Foundations - The CHANCE Instant Foundation® System provides
resistance to lateral loads and moment loads due to wind and other load
conditions.
HCI is the exclusive partner and distributor of the CHANCE© Helical Piering System for
Texas and surrounding states (Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, and New Mexico) and
chose the system based mainly on its ease and installation speed. The screw pile
foundation system generally requires no soil removal as existing soil is simply
displaced.
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When it comes to securing and reinforcing existing foundations, HCI utilizes the Atlas
Resistance Piering System. This system has been used to restore or stabilize homes and
commercial structures that required it due to foundation settling.
“When builders and contractors need it done quickly and effectively, they call us,” said
Lindberg. “Concrete piers are expensive and time-consuming. We offer a much more
predictable and reliable piering solution with our product.”
In addition to the products themselves, HCI offers clients engineering and field support.
If you’re struggling with a foundation issue on your build, reach out to HCI and receive a
preliminary design estimate at no cost.

www.helicalpier.com | (972) 442 - 4493
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ADVERTISE
with

SEAOT
When you advertise with SEAoT
you can reach over
1,000 Structural Engineers!
Website Advertisements
Journal Advertisements
Open Job Opportunities
& more!

contact: state@seaot.org
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HIRING NOW
J-U-B Engineers, Inc.
Job Location: Boise, ID or Logan, UT
The purpose of J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc. (J-U-B) is “Helping Each Other Create Better
Communities.” We foster a teamwork environment to solve problems that improve society
– while providing employees challenging grow
APPLY AT:
https://web.jub.com/open-position/structural-engineer-p-e-s-e/

DOES YOUR COMPANY HAVE OPEN
POSITIONS?
Advertise with SEAoT and reach the largest and
most active association of registered structural
engineers and allied professionals in Texas!
CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION
STATE@SEAOT.ORG
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EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
VISIT NCSEA EDUCATIONAL
PORTAL, HERE

FALL 2021

NOVEMBER 16, 2021
12:00 PM CDT

Retaining Wall Basics

NOVEMBER 18, 2021
12:00 PM CDT

The Excavation Shoring Design Guide: Temporary and Permanent Earth
Retention Design/ Construction Aspects

DECEMBER 7, 2021
12:00 PM CDT

MSE Retaining Walls and Global Stability
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